The WMF 1200 S is a high quality professional coffee machine for small to medium needs. It can do anything your heart desires – from Espresso and Café Crème to Cappuccino, Café Latte, Latte Macchiato and even Milk Choc and Chociatto. At the push of a button, reliably and of top quality.

**Examples of use**

**Basic Milk**
- 1 grinder, milk foamer
- Basic Milk

**EASY MILK**
- 03.1200.xxxx with a fixed water
- 1 grinder, milk foamer, Easy Milk

**WMF 1200 S technical data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Basic Milk</th>
<th>Easy Milk</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pressure regulating valve</td>
<td>Up to 2.5 bar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water tank (tankmodel) approx.</td>
<td>4 l</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dimensions (width / height / depth)</td>
<td>324 / 682 / 553 mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chocolate or topping hopper (optional) approx.</td>
<td>500 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 or 2 coffee bean hoppers approx.</td>
<td>500 g</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy loss per day in accordance with DIN 18873-2</td>
<td>0.41 / 0.85 kWh</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hourly output in accordance with DIN 18873-2*</td>
<td>110 / 110 cups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommended daily output / max. hourly output</td>
<td>93 / 110 cups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Café Crème / 2 Café Crème</td>
<td>120 / 188 cups</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Espresso / 2 Espressi</td>
<td>113 / 146 cups</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Continuous sound pressure level (LpA)**

-*** < 70 dB (A)

**Recommended daily output / max. hourly output.** The hourly output depends on the size of the cup, quality settings, spout, features and power supply. The basis for the calculation is a constant demand of 36 drinks per hour. The required hourly output is then calculated.

**Made in Germany**

**Additional equipment**

- Steam systems
- Beer dispensers
- Alcohol dispensers
- Cold drink machines
- Milk and steam systems
- Additional equipment

**SWAT**

**Pin Vales**

- Side view
- Rear view
- Bottom view

**The entry to the professional world of coffee.**

**Dark beauty with impressive, internal values**

The WMF 1200 S is a high quality professional coffee machine for small to medium needs. It can do anything your heart desires – from Espresso and Easy Milk to Basic Milk. Little machines and even Easy Milk and Basic Milk. At the push of a button, reliably and of top quality.

The soft ergonomic display makes the go with one perfect coffee enjoyment easy to play. благодаря Днище, the range of menus and, last but not least, the WMF 1200 S the clear favorite for many years. It is used in offices, in the staff canteen, in the university canteen, in the dietetic canteen and more. The WMF 1200 S can be used as a hot milk and hot milk foam, in a cup rack, without a warm-up or with a warm-up.

With the appropriate accessories, the machine is a genuine all-rounder. The price by varying the module.

For all queries or requests for further information please contact:

Gastro-export@wmf.de · www.wmf-coffeemachines.com

Phone +49 7331-258 482 · Fax +49 7331-258 792

Eberhardstraße · D-73312 Geislingen/Steige, Germany
FEATURES

Keep it simple.
All the important functions can be operated using the two-line display and five function keys.

Nutritional Info:
• a cup of coffee
• a shot of espresso

Variable number of drink buttons:
For example, a 3x3 matrix can be set up in the control area of a coffee machine to offer a variety of options.

Height adjustable spout:
For example, a 3x3 matrix can be set up in the control area of a coffee machine to offer a variety of options.

Soft start:
For example, a 3x3 matrix can be set up in the control area of a coffee machine to offer a variety of options.

Maintenance can be so easy:
Brewing systems can be removed and replaced easily, making it easy for the WMF Service Engineer to set up your machine.

Zero-Energy Function:
When the WMF 1200 S is switched off, it is “off”. This means it does not consume any more electricity.

Large ground coffee container:
The easy-to-reach, centrally positioned, large capacity container has a large capacity.

Flexible water pipe:
Depending on requirements and situation, a WMF 1200 S can be fitted with a water tank or a fixed connection.

Plug+Clean:
With the patented Plug+Clean milk cleaning system, all milk-carrying parts are cleaned easily and in compliance with HACCP – confirmed by the Technical University of Munich.

Variable water pressure:
Excluding energy consumption of 100% the WMF 1200 S is suitable for the perfect extraction of coffee beans, ensuring that the water is evenly distributed.

Spot on!
Two integrated LEDs underneath the front panel light up the spout and present your drinks in the proper light.

Environmentally friendly:
Meet the strictest eco-protection standards. The WMF 1200 S is certified according to the environmental standard ISO 14001.

Air-water function:
Fresh and clean air for every drink. The WMF 1200 S is designed to ensure that every drink is clean and free from dust and dirt.

Coffee, just as your customer likes it:
By pressing the + or – buttons for a short or long time, a drink can be selected individually strong or mild, large or small.

Safe for children:
The coffee machine is designed to be child-friendly, ensuring that no one will误 touch any buttons or levers.

Drip-free：“
Depending on requirements and situation, a WMF 1200 S can be fitted with a water tank or a fixed connection.

Maintenance can be so easy:
Basic maintenance work can be carried out by yourself, making it rare for the WMF Service Engineer to see your machine.

Permanent descaling:
A filter cartridge in the water tank or a WMF water filter on a mains connection lengthens the maintenance intervals, improves the taste and extends the life.

Variable number of drink buttons:
A maximum of 6 buttons can be programmed for coffee specialities. Second-level drinks are triggered with a double-click.

Hot water at the perfect temperature:
Produced by the WMF 1200 S, for example for tea, at the press of a button, of course.

Delicious Milk Choc and Chociatto:
With plenty of fresh milk, nearly any creation can be made from milk, coffee and chocolate.

Height-adjustable spout:
The spout is easily adjustable to enable cups from 59 to 169 mm tall to be filled.

Flexible water pipe:
Depending on requirements and situation, a WMF 1200 S can be fitted with a water tank or a fixed connection.

Variable number of drink buttons:
A maximum of 6 buttons can be programmed for coffee specialities. Second-level drinks are triggered with a double-click.

Hot water at the perfect temperature:
Produced by the WMF 1200 S, for example for tea, at the press of a button, of course.

Delicious Milk Choc and Chociatto:
With plenty of fresh milk, nearly any creation can be made from milk, coffee and chocolate.